The Space Opera of the Ether Ship
The Etherean Ring of Captain Van Flight

Crafted from a distant planet across the universe was a ring which controlled a
guidance system to navigate throughout the universe. Embedded within the ring’s
center was a star coordinate system calibrated to elicit a specific tone which would
guide the Ether Ship to any point in the galaxy and beyond.

A map of all the galaxies was stored in the rings center and by changing frequencies
new coordinate systems would appear on the Ether Ship’s viewing portal and more
exact frequency calibrations would allow the Ether Ship to travel to its destination.

The Ether Ship was heading back to its home planet to analyze why it could not
escape the back hole. This was an emergency flight because if there was a flaw
in the navigation system then other star ships could be lost to these increased
magnetic fields detected at the enter of the Milky Way galaxy.

The Etherean’s home planet was outside the Milky Way galaxy across the deepest
reaches of the universe. Its own planet had a very strong magnetic field allowing the
Ethereans to build a civilization just by controlling the magnetic fields. Every aspect
of its material world was held together by a magnetic field even the beings that lived
on it. This is why it was now so important for Captain Van Flight to return to his
planet and find out why his ship could not counter the strong forces which forced him
into a black hole. It was suspected that there was another force which had not been
accounted for and which was not included in its tonal star navigation guidance
system. The Ether Ship’s tonal navigation system did not have a frequency that would
enable it to travel in this strong magnetic field inside of the black hole. This was a
serious situation for it would cause a major disruption of its entire civillzation if that
magnetic field came close to its own planet. Now a new tonal calibration had to be
found and an update on its guidance system had to be made. But what would the new
frequency sound like? A serious quest for the unknown sound that would enable the
Etherean’s Ether Ships to navigate in the universe was underway.
Van Flight was occupied with all the ships controls worried it would encounter
another force field which would take it off course as it headed back to its own
civilization.

